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Aesthetically beautiful….Our exclusive Rumble Retainer Block
is a perfect way to compliment a patio, decorative flowerbed, fountain
or other area of interest. Choose any of our six colors to create the look
of gracious living.
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9.00 x 6.00 x 6.00"
2.67 = 1 Sq. Ft.
95 Stones/Pallet
Available colors:
Charcoal, B3, B4,
B5, B6, B7, B8,
B9, B10

Installin g Rumble Retainin g Block Planter
1.

Measure the planter’s layout using stakes and
string to mark the course. Remove and dispose of
all surface vegetation and debris (this cannot be
used as backfill.) Dig the base trench to the width
and depth necessary to bury _ to 2/3 of the block,
leaving 2-3" of base rock exposed on either side.
Then level the excavated pad.

2. The key to an attractive planter is to make sure
the base course of block is level. Place blocks
closely together, checking the level and alignment
of each block. For straight walls, use a string line
along the back of the course and make sure the
blocks are flush. Use a rubber mallet to "finetune" the placement of the blocks.
3. Using mortar or cement adhesive, install the next
course of block with an offset, or stagger, from
the course below. Avoid having vertical seams.
You may need to cut a block to achieve the
necessary offset. Be sure to level and align the
blocks as you go.
4. Repeat steps until the last row. Install heavy black
plastic, if desired, to prevent moisture from
weeping through the seams. Install capstone or
last row of blocks.
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